University of California Medical Campuses Lay Framework for Drug Discovery Alliance

More than forty leaders from across the University of California (UC) system joined representatives from the biomedical industry to discuss plans for strengthening UC’s position as a leader in drug, device and diagnostics development. Read Story

UCSF Medical Student Helps the Warriors Stay in Tiptop Shape

Cheri Mah, who will be participating in the Clinical & Translation Research Fellowship Program next year, has been advising the Golden State Warriors on sleep strategies. See how her work is helping the Warriors’ performance in this NBC 10 video feature.

VIDEO: Watch how Cheri Mah, a sleep researcher at UCSF, works with the Warriors to help their shooting percentage.

Health eHeart Study Tapped in Aspirin Dosing Clinical Trial

The Health eHeart Alliance Patient-Powered Research Network, led by UCSF Associate Professor of Epidemiology and Biostatistics and CTSI Board Member, Mark Fletcher, is playing an important operational role in a new $14M clinical trial funded by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI). Health eHeart will be providing a web-based recruitment and data collection portal as well. Read Announcement

CTSI Employees Recognized for Service Excellence

Roberto Vargas and Paula Fleisher, Navigators with CTSI’s Community Engagement & Health Policy program, were recognized recently for their work in advancing community health. Read story.
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Student and Resident Research Projects Recognized at ePosterpalooza!

Approximately 150 people assembled in the Millberry Union gymnasium on May 6th for the annual ePosterpalooza! and Pathways to Discovery Awards. Read Story

Expanded Recruitment Services Available to Researchers

CTSI's Consultation Services program offers expertise to implement cohort identification and direct mail campaigns for patient recruitment. Request a consultation for services, including:

→ Cohort identification & direct mail
→ Recruitment methodology
→ Developing a recruitment plan

For information on identifying recruitment resources that fit your timeline and budget, please see our new Recruitment Resources Tip Sheet.

CTSI Other News

See all events and opportunities here.

UCSF Events

Check out the latest campus news, faculty blog posts & more at Inside UCSF.
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